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Abstract: Photovoltaic (PV) systems generate electricity from the abundance of solar energy
provided by the sun, making them a significant technology in utilising clean, renewable energy. It
is in our best interest to achieve the maximum possible electrical output from these systems.
O: Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems are a effective technology to resource clean energy, it is in our
best interest to achieve the maximum possible electrical output from these cells.
Through this meta-study we discuss how the efficiency of photovoltaic systems can be
optimised using photonic cooling systems (PCS). The use of laser and doppler cooling upon
photovoltaic (solar) cells combat the thermodynamic property of semiconductors where increases
in temperature result in a decrease in electroconductive efficiency. PCS’ ability to bring materials
to the mK range theoretically improves PV systems efficiency by more than double the current
practical results. However, we show the inability for semiconductors to function at such low
temperatures resulting in such cells acting as insulators in the mK range. Through this meta-study
we have researched efficiency of PV cells and PCS through multiple paper analysis. Using
databases such as Scopus and Nature where we recognise highly cited journals/papers while
focusing upon PV and PCS as search parameters. Linking between their temperature, efficiency
and success during practical testing.
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1. Introduction
Modern photovoltaic (PV) cells have huge potential within their capabilities as far as theoretical efficiency
and energy output is concerned, these systems have proven to be an invaluable method of renewable power
generation [1]. The maximum single cell p-n junction PV cell efficiency of 33.7% [2] is significantly
higher than the standard 15% of current commercial cells efficiency displaying room for expansion within
this field. However, multi-junction (MJ) photovoltaic cells are more useful for our study, the optimum
efficiency of these reaching up to a theoretical value of 86.8% whereas currently values upwards of only
46% efficiency have been established under lab conditions under concentrated sunlight [3]. The limitations
of modern PV technologies show how the efficiency of PV cells and overall power output decreases as
the temperature of cells rises (recorded loss of 0.258% for every degree above 300K in Panasonic
VBHN330SA16 solar panels or on average 0.4%) [4]. This efficiency loss is due to the decrease in
potential differences between two energy states/temperatures. The power generation occurs as a photon
from sunlight excites an electron from one state to another. This ejection of the electron from a valance
band (VB) to the conduction band (CB) where it is free to form part of an electric current therefore
generating electricity [5].
PV cells work in accordance to Carnot system mechanics [6]. Processes within the Carnot cycle
make two key temperatures vital to the efficiency of the process:
η (%)=1-TC/TH ×100% (eqn.1)
Efficiency of a Carnot process (η) increases when the difference between the temperature of the
cell (TC)and temperature of the sun (TH)is greater. With the temperature of the sun being approximately
5778 K [7], if temperatures of the cell were reduced to less than 100K, theoretically, efficiencies should
occur at greater than 98% (according to eqn.1). Should this theory prove correct by experimental results,
laser cooling would be an excellent candidate to achieve such low temperatures. While this efficiency
theory is sound at a basic level, the thermodynamic nature of the PV system and semiconductors in general
does not match [8].

Figure 1. Displaying the difference that cryogenic temperatures has upon the Voc of solar cells. (Voc relates to the
voltage output before a load is applied to the cell [9])
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PV systems function as a reversible Carnot engine in accordance to the second law of
thermodynamics [10]. The entropy of the system exists where the system must function with as little
absorption or generation as possible to achieve maximum output, as entropy can only be transferred as
heat and cannot be absorbed [11].
Theoretically, if a PV system is absorbing heat from a source as powerful as the sun, a Carnot
system’s efficiency should increase as the temperature approaches 0K [eqn.1]. Because of this correlation,
methods of supercooling have gathered interest so that a maximum efficiency can be achieved.
Laser cooling devices can cool systems to temperatures of the mK range[12], making them a
noteworthy method to apply to PV cells if experiment matches the theoretical results. Methods of photonic
cooling such as Doppler cooling slows down the movement of particles by using light oscillating at similar
frequencies to atoms to absorb the photons, gradually losing momentum as particles absorb the momentum
from oncoming photons in a destructive interference [12]. The gradual loss of kinetic energy at an atomic
level causes the atoms to drop in temperature.

Figure 2. Doppler effect on a stationary atom. Incident light is not effected by doppler effect and the frequency
does not match that of the atom and is therefore unlikely to be absorbed [13].

Figure 3. Visual representation of how incident lasers appear shifted due to the doppler effect on a moving
electron. Incident rays from in front (λ1) appear to oscillate at a higher frequency (red shifted) and rays from
behind (λ2) appear as a lower frequency (blue shifted).
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Figure 4,5. Excited atoms emit photons and lose momentum in the process.

Doppler cooling can bring the temperature of the atoms to their doppler temperature which is
calculated through the equation.
[eqn.2][13]
Where, Tdoppler is the minimum possible temperature achievable for solids using this method of
laser cooling. 'kB' represents the Boltzmann constant
[14], 'h' is a reduced Plank's constant and 'y'
corresponds to the natural linewidths. Dependent upon the varying dopant concentration, semiconductors
have been shown to reach close to 60K through the use of this cooling [15].
However, experimental results in applications towards semiconductors show a plateau in efficiency
as temperatures arrive below 100K [16]. The semiconductors become inoperative as PV cells and lack the
energy to excite electrons into the conducting band to generate an electrical circuit. Methods such as laser
cooling are not a suitable method to increase the efficiency of PV cells because atoms with low energies
are incapable of being excited to cross the band gap in a cell, making the need for super cooling of less
than 100K inefficient to run as it reaches beyond the maximum efficiency threshold.
We have focused on temperature as a variable for this report. As is known that the increase of
temperature depletes PV cells efficiency. This increase in temperature is due to the vast amount of energy
required to allow the conversion of sunlight into storable energy. What is often looked past is the increase
in efficiency while the temperature of the PV cell decreases, this is true due to Silicon and Gallium's
bandgaps increasing relative to their temperature[17]. This means the electrons which are attempting to
climb bands do not have the sufficient energy to complete the phase increases decreasing the voltage out
of the PV cell [18]. Due to this natural phenomenon we have decided to analyse what effect of temperatures
reaching below the (regular range) but into the mK range. We have shown how to achieve this near
absolute zero temperature range using Doppler laser cooling. However, as we discuss this supposably
linear relationship between efficiency and temperature plateau’s towards the low end of the temperature
scale.
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Little research exists that evaluate the peak temperature efficiencies of PV cells and their potential
to boost power generation. If cooler conditions were combined with other properties to boost efficiency
and output such as doping, the expectations of future solar cells have potential to be significantly greater
than the PV cells of the modern day.

2. Methods
The focus of this meta study was initially to investigate the applicability of photonic cooling devices to
improve the efficiency of photovoltaic cells. Research databases such as Scopus, arXiv, nature, google
scholar, and UTS library were consulted to search for a relationship between the temperature and the
efficiency of the photovoltaic cell. These databases were filtered using a combination of keywords such
as high photovoltaic systems, photonic cooling systems, and efficiency, to determine what relationship
existed between the efficiency and temperature of the photovoltaic solar cell. Desirable articles originally
focused on energy production of solar cells at near 0K temperatures. Experimental data for this was not
found so searches become broader to find the relationship at below freezing.
We looked for articles that were detailed in our focus of study and had results which correlated with others
to improve credibility. The data from the accepted studies included efficiency and temperature graphs as
well as efficiency and band gap energy in relation to temperature.
In search for more information in applications to PV systems proved limited, so research was
expanded to include supercooling applications towards semiconductors as they function similarly to PV
systems with VB-CB energy activation.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Efficiency of a photovoltaic cell vs temperature within a standard range
From figure 5 it is apparent that there is a linear relationship between efficiency and temperature within
normal operating conditions. It would be assumed that extrapolating the graphs, the linear trend would
continue in both directions. Although we can interpret this trend as a decrease in temperature resulting in
optimised efficiency, we are only interested in if this trend continues to cryogenic temperatures.

Figure 5. Efficiency of a photovoltaic cell vs temperature within a 'standard' range. Displaying the linear
relationship between these two variables. [19]
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3.2 Bandgap’s Effect on Efficiency
Figure 6 shows the effect of bandgap on the efficiency over a range of temperatures. The graph
illustrates a bandgap of approximately 1.2eV and at a temperature of 50K is where a the PV cells tested
is at the highest efficiency. As temperature increases the efficiency is reduced, there is a negative effect
to the changes in bandgap, particularly the smaller values.

Figure 6. Showing the effect of bandgap upon efficiency and the effect of low temperatures upon the different
bandgaps.[16]

3.3 Efficiency vs Temperature from 50K to 300K
Figure 6 also states a peak efficiency at 50K however both figures lack experimental results as to how
PV cells are affected by even lower cryogenic temperatures. Figure 7 has a more specific array of data
making it easier to predict a trend for temperatures approaching absolute zero. As temperatures decrease,
experimental data varies from theoretical as it encounters a limitation that is not accounted for in the
theoretical hypothesis.

Figure 7. Experimental and theoretical efficiency vs Temperature at a cryogenic scale [16]
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Figure 8 is very similar to figure 9's voltage vs temperature curve although it is shifted
significantly to a higher value of T. Figure 8 plateaus at 225K. This different turning point is due to the
different type of PV cell used for the experiment and so happens to peak much lower than the given
value of figure 9.

Figure 8. Experimental (circles) and theoretical (lines) temperature dependence of the photo-conversion power of
HIT cells (heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer) [8]

Figure 9. Experimental (circles) and theoretical (line) temperature dependence of the open-circuit voltage of PV
cells. Inset displays the current-voltage curves at different the different low temperatures

Another reason why Doppler cooling has not been implemented through many photovoltaic
devices is due to the huge amount of energy needed which is associated with; the manufacture of the PV
cells combined with the laser cooling device and the necessity to keep to keep this technology
operational[19]. In addition to the decrease of power output vs input from the solar cells when being
doppler cooled to a fraction of a Kelvin, the overall energy consumption far outweighs the energy
produced, making this method of optimising PV cells non-feasible when compared to the electrical
production gain you would achieve[21]. The large expenses associated with this method of cooling could
be combatted through the discovery/creation of a different photovoltaic cell (could be the base
semiconductor or a different dopant material) where the valence to conduction band is easier to cross
without negating the positive attributes. Similarly, if there was an easier way to house the laser cooling
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system without using too much energy, this would make an effective method of producing clean energy.
However, these ideas would still not work today due to the semiconductors tendency to turn to insulators
as temperatures lesser than 100K [22]. Our paper has been highly hindered by the lack of information in
the field of photovoltaic cells at incredibly low temperature. Continued research in this area is not
recommended until these limitations are addressed, which displays hope upon the future of photovoltaic
systems.
4. Conclusion
Through this paper we have analysed methods of laser cooling, specifically doppler cooling, is unsuitable
for improving the efficiency of PV systems it goes beyond the ideal limits of efficiency. Maximum
efficiency before PC cells and semiconductors alike exist within the temperature ranges of 100 and 300K.
Photonic cooling was hypothesised as a possible option to reach higher efficiency conditions if
experimental data matched a trend in increasing efficiency as temperatures approach absolute zero, as
according to efficiency calculations relevant to Carnot systems. While limited data exists, what we do
have shows a decrease or plateau in efficiency before reaching ideal supercool conditions. Photonic
supercooling is not a practical solution as they take atoms beyond the temperatures of peak efficiency as
atoms in the PV cell lack the energy to be excited to the conduction band.
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